
 Keep cool with Miele  

1/7 Idea Template
Enter short description here.

Observation

What kind of user or customer would need a place for cooled
deliveries to be stored? Who are they and how do they live? Briefly
describe your observations about your target group(s)!

Conclusion

Briefly state what conclusion you draw from these observations.
And what specific issues might a customer have with delivery in
absence? Basically, what target group pain point(s) do you want to
address?
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Solution

Briefly describe your solution and its key features. What makes your idea
stand out? And why does your device solve the problem (pain point)?

The image must be a landscape, ratio 3:2, size: 2400x1600px.
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Pain Point

In this slide please focus ONLY
on the pain point(s). Visualize
and describe (in text) important
details or insights about your
painpoint(s), which need to be
solved.

The image must be a landscape,
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Product in its environment

Here you show the product in a
real life setting! You'll need to
imagine how people live in your
future scenario & how it fits their
lifestyle best. Miele is known for
going beyond expectations.
What's the unexpected extra
that wows them?

The image must be a landscape,
ratio 3:2, size: 2400x1600px St
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Product views

Here you show your idea
(product) from different angles -
please leave the background
WHITE!

The image must be in landscape
format (ratio 3:2, size:
2400x1600px). St
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Product in use

Who has access to the product?
How do they use it? Here you
show us the key user actions.
Think about convenience and
intuitive handling! Also, does it
allow a variety of users/use cases
or sharing? Does it have mobile
elements? etc.

The image must be a landscape,
ratio 3:2, size: 2400x1600px. St
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Additional info

(OPTIONAL) Is there anything
else you'd like to explain, or
anything we need to know and
understand about your idea?
Here's the place for it!

The image must be a landscape,
ratio 3:2, size: 2400x1600px. St
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Creative's profile

jovoto
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